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Unbelievably, in the Bay Area we have communities whose economic growth
and prosperity are constrained by the availability of water. Such was the case
in East Palo Alto, where decades of racial and economic injustices in the
allocation of water has had an adverse impact on its development.
As this report shows, East Palo Alto’s water crisis arose out of racial,
economic, and political factors in the mid-20th century. The people of
unincorporated East Palo Alto – historically a low-income community of color
– lacked a strong enough voice in the land-use and water-allocation decisions
made by its neighbors. As surrounding jurisdictions steered toxic industrial
uses into East Palo Alto, the unincorporated area was unable to pursue
economic development, which lead to all the predictable social
consequences. Without the water supply needed to attract new investments,
the city struggled to generate the tax base necessary for growth and to
respond to community needs. Even with its 1983 incorporation, East Palo Alto
continued to face many bureaucratic and political obstacles to securing more
water until very recently.
The research for this report was completed in 2017 and since then, the City of
East Palo Alto has taken a number of steps to secure additional water and
drive its own economic development. East Palo Alto leaders worked with
neighboring jurisdictions beginning in 2016, sharing their vision with other
community leaders and demanding action to rectify the past. Many of East
Palo Alto’s neighbors do not use their full water allocations, and after months
of work, two of those communities, Mountain View and Palo Alto, committed
to transferring some of their “surplus” to East Palo Alto.
We hope this case study offers critical insight for other communities working
to overcome decades-old injustices. It is a key example of why SVCF continues
to research critical local issues. Whether the problem is traffic gridlock,
educational inequities or spiraling housing costs, we believe that if this
uniquely visionary region applies itself, Silicon Valley will fulfill its
responsibility to tackle even the toughest problems.
Sincerely,
Erica Wood
Chief Community Impact Officer
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
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I. Introduction
“If you don’t have water, you don’t have affordable housing. If you don’t have water, you can’t
grow.” Carlos Martinez, East Palo Alto city manager.1
Until very recently, East Palo Alto was in the throes of a severe water shortage, a decades-old situation that
could not be easily remedied. The city’s water demand exceeded its available supply several times since
2001 and, without access to more water, the city could not continue to develop. Even though East Palo
Alto’s per capita water consumption was among the lowest in the region and the state, its allocation from
the San Francisco Regional Water System (SFRWS), the city’s primary water source, did not provide nearly
enough water to meet East Palo Alto’s needs. Meanwhile, nearby jurisdictions had more than enough
water to meet demand and would benefit from projects proposed to be developed in East Palo Alto.
However, agreements governing the allocation of water from the SFRWS made it difficult for these
neighbors to share resources.
This report explores the historical factors that led to East Palo Alto’s water supply shortfall, the impacts of
the city’s water crisis, and efforts to increase access to this critical resource. It concludes by detailing the
steps taken by the city and partners, including first-time collaborators, to address some of the structural
and human obstacles that stand in the way of providing East Palo Alto residents with affordable housing,
economic opportunities and adequate municipal services. These strategies may be useful in addressing
resource struggles in similar communities throughout the state.

II. Origins of East Palo
Alto’s w ater crisis
East Palo Alto’s history of inadequate resources
is grounded in racial, economic and political
factors that disadvantaged East Palo Alto
throughout the 20th century. Early land use
decisions in San Mateo and neighboring
counties directed toxic industrial uses to East
Palo Alto, while neighboring jurisdictions
captured the lion’s share of the region’s
economic development. As a result, East Palo
Alto has struggled for decades to build a

Source: Haas Center for Public Service, Community Profile: East Palo Alto (October 2002).

sustainable tax base and establish a healthy jobs-housing balance. Water allocations dating back to the
middle of the 20th century exacerbated these problems by limiting the city’s capacity to support
economic development.
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A. Pre-incorporation land use and demographics in East Palo Alto
East Palo Alto is San Mateo County’s newest city, and its unincorporated status directly affected its
population and resources for much of the 20th century. In the six decades since its first incorporation
2

efforts in the 1920s to its incorporation in 1983, the area that is now East Palo Alto lost important
3

resources to state development projects and neighboring cities. In the early 1930s, a new state highway
that would become Highway 101 (illustrated in the East Palo Alto historical map above) cut through East
4

Palo Alto, dividing the community. Subsequent highway widening displaced more than 50 businesses that
5

had served East Palo Alto residents, and few reopened within the city’s current borders. Neighboring
cities, including Palo Alto and Menlo Park, selectively annexed virtually all of the region’s industry by the
early 1960s, decreasing East Palo Alto’s population and property values.

6

San Mateo County sited a disproportionate number of harmful industrial projects in East Palo Alto,
including the county landfill, the regional hazardous waste recycling plant, auto dismantling facilities and
7

pesticide and herbicide producers. These activities benefitted the county but imposed substantial local
8

economic and environmental burdens on East Palo Alto. For example, the Romic hazardous waste plant
9

operated in East Palo Alto from 1964 until 2007, when it was shut down in response to community
pressure, including advocacy from Youth United for Community Action, a local youth environmental justice
organization.

10

Soil and groundwater contamination from the plant extended 80 feet below ground level; it
11 i, ii

was one of the most contaminated sites in the city.

These land use decisions were inextricably connected to race.

12

After World War II, the predominantly white

cities that surrounded East Palo Alto used property tax rates, land use laws, municipal services and racial
covenants to facilitate development of Silicon Valley’s tech industry, “clean” manufacturing and high-end
13

suburbs, while excluding “undesirable” populations and land uses.

In addition, the redevelopment of

“blighted areas” of San Francisco resulted in the “expulsion of Blacks” from its small neighborhoods.

14

However, because they lived in an unincorporated area, East Palo Alto residents were not able to make
social and economic choices. The county, not the residents, controlled land use decisions. While some white
East Palo Alto residents attempted to shut Black and Asian Pacific American families out of East Palo Alto,
they did not have the power to enshrine their biases in local law.

15

As a result, many of the people and the

industries excluded from neighboring cities settled in East Palo Alto.

16

“Block-busting” real estate agents also contributed to the significant demographic shift in East Palo Alto in
the 1960s.

17

Warning that an influx of minority residents would collapse property values, real estate agents

scared white homeowners into selling their homes and moving to new subdivisions in cities like Mountain
View and Sunnyvale.

18

At the same time, these agents offered Black potential home buyers free bus rides

through East Palo Alto neighborhoods to encourage Black families to move in.

19

Real estate agents profited

at both ends of housing transactions, and East Palo Alto’s population shifted from about 70 percent White
i
ii

The former Romic plant is the site of one of the proposed development projects discussed later in this report.
SVCF Note: Since completing research for this report, active remediation has begun at the site.
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in 1960 to over 60 percent Black in 1970.

20

East Palo Alto’s racial composition and unincorporated status put the city at an economic disadvantage
relative to its neighbors. The area’s racially diverse population was considered commercially undesirable.

21

For example, after the expansion of Highway 101 displaced East Palo Alto’s commercial district, the area
had trouble attracting businesses to relocate to the “rapidly integrating community.”

22

In addition, while

new cities in the region could attract private investors and developers, East Palo Alto could not benefit
from development resources that were reserved for cities.

23

Discriminatory federal policies deprived East

Palo Alto of access to federal funds, such as Federal Housing Administration-backed mortgages, that
nearby cities were using to support growth.

24

These factors combined to leave East Palo Alto with an extremely limited tax base and few economic
development opportunities.

25

B. East Palo Alto joins the San Francisco Regional Water System
In the early 20th century, the area that is now East Palo Alto largely relied on individual wells and tanks for
water.

26

However, in the mid-1920s, as individual wells went dry or suffered from saltwater contamination,
27

neighborhoods began to form their own water districts.
District (EPACWD) formed in 1927.

28

Thus, the East Palo Alto County Waterworks
29

EPACWD merged with a neighboring district in 1961

and served

most of the area that would become East Palo Alto, as well as part of Menlo Park, until it dissolved in
2000.

30

East Palo Alto was still unincorporated and
served by the EPACWD when SFRWS became the
area’s primary water source.

31

San Francisco

began to develop a municipal water system in
32

1900, pursuant to the city’s new charter.

In the

following decades, San Francisco built the Hetch
Hetchy Water and Power System and bought
the city’s major private water supplier, the
33

Spring Valley Water Company.

As San

Francisco’s water supply grew, it began to sell
water wholesale to other municipal water
suppliers.

I. Th e R aker A ct of 1 9 13
A significant portion of the SFRWS water comes
from the Tuolumne River, via the Hetch Hetchy
Water and Power System, pursuant to San
Francisco’s pre-1914 water rights and the Raker
Act of 1913. The Raker Act granted San Francisco
rights of way on federal lands, including
Yosemite National Park and Stanislaus National
Forest, to develop water and power resources
for the Bay Area’s growing population. Under
the Raker Act, San Francisco may sell Hetch
Hetchy water and power to wholesale buyers,
but only if those buyers are public entities.
Construction on the Hetch Hetchy system began
immediately after Congress ratified the Raker
Act, and San Francisco has supplied water from

In 1932, San Francisco adopted a new charter

this system to City of San Francisco retail

that created the San Francisco Public Utilities

customers and Bay Area wholesale customers

Commission (SFPUC) and placed Hetch Hetchy

since the 1930s.

and the San Francisco Water Department under

5

34

its jurisdiction.

The five-member commission (appointed by the mayor of San Francisco and subject to

confirmation by a majority of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors) has exclusive control of the SFRWS.

35

The SFPUC has the sole authority to enter into agreements to buy water and to sell it to wholesale
customers from the Hetch Hetchy system.

36

In the 1960s, San Francisco entered into the first round of long-term agreements with many of its
wholesale customers, including EPACWD,

37

in order to ensure that it had a sufficiently stable customer
38

base to fund planned expansions of the SFRWS.

The terms of these contracts reflected the areas where

Bay Area industries were located at the time and were the foundation of many of today’s wholesale
customer allocation levels. For example, the SFRWS contracts did not anticipate the region’s Silicon Valley
future. Cities with water-dependent commercial development contracted for larger allotments from the
SFRWS than the significantly smaller share of the system’s water resources allotted to the EPACWD, given
its comparatively limited water needs at the time.
Around the same time these long-term contracts were adopted, the Bay Area Water Users Association,
which later became the Bay Area Water Supply and Conservation Agency (commonly recognized as
BAWSCA), formed to advocate on behalf of San Francisco’s wholesale customers.

39

40

BAWSCA the authority to represent the interests of these wholesale customers.

State law later granted

The map in Appendix A

identifies the agency’s wholesale customers and their geographic location.

C. Incorporation of East Palo Alto
While East Palo Alto was transitioning to water supplied by the SFRWS, East Palo Alto residents were
focused on other issues. In the late 1960s, in response to calls by East Palo Alto activists for selfgovernance and local control, San Mateo County established a five-member East Palo Alto Municipal
41

Council to advise county supervisors on local issues.

However, the municipal council’s power was limited.

Its recommendations did not bind San Mateo County, which funded the council.

42

In response to the

community’s interest in greater autonomy and control, the council formed the East Palo Alto Citizens’
Committee on Incorporation, which eventually led the successful incorporation campaign.
From the outset, support for incorporation was sharply divided.

44

43

A predominantly African-American group

of East Palo Alto residents advocated for incorporation to address three key issues: local control of their
45

community’s land uses, budget and resources; economic development; and community control of police.
These advocates recognized that without self-governance, East Palo Alto had no authority to direct its
development and it was not eligible for federal and state funding reserved for cities.

46

By incorporating, East

Palo Alto would no longer be within the jurisdiction of the San Mateo County sheriff and would control its
47

own policing, thereby alleviating historic tensions with the sheriff’s office.

On the other side of the debate,

a group of mostly Black homeowners and White absentee landlords strongly opposed incorporation, citing
potential threats to property values and East Palo Alto’s unstable tax base, as well as concerns about future
efforts to establish rent control.

48
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In 1981, the San Mateo Local Agency Formation Commission approved a petition from the Citizens’
49

Committee requesting East Palo Alto’s incorporation and the dissolution of several service districts,
50

including EPACWD.
51

issues.

The San Mateo Local Agency Formation Commission ordered an election on these

Due to how the election was structured, incorporation would only be allowed if voters also agreed

to dissolve all the service districts,
small part of Menlo Park.

53

52

including a sanitation district serving much of East Palo Alto and a

Menlo Park voters rejected the dissolution of the sanitation district, thereby
54

dooming the incorporation measure.

Incorporation advocates tried again and ultimately prevailed, by just 15 votes (1,782 to 1,767), in a second
incorporation election in 1983.

55 iii

However, as discussed below, the East Palo Alto County Water District

did not dissolve until many years after East Palo Alto’s incorporation.

D. 1984 Settlement Agreement and Master Water Sales Contract
Shortly after East Palo Alto incorporated, SFRWS wholesale customers in Alameda, San Mateo and Santa
Clara counties entered into a joint water sales contract with San Francisco (1984 Agreement) to settle a
water rates dispute that had begun in the 1970s.

56

Wholesale customers, including EPACWD, had sued San

Francisco in response to a significant rate increase.

57

The wholesale customers faced a 20.5 percent

increase, while the rate for San Francisco retail customers would increase by only 14.5 percent.

58

The

wholesale customers argued that the federal Raker Act entitled them to water at cost and claimed that the
rate hike violated the act because the discrepancy between retail and wholesale rates was discriminatory
59

and not related to San Francisco’s cost of serving the wholesale customers.

The wholesale customers later

expanded the lawsuit to broadly attack San Francisco’s historic method for setting wholesale rates and
sought a declaration of their rights as “co-grantees” under the Raker Act.

60 iv

The 1984 Agreement ended

that litigation and established a new framework for wholesale water purchases from the SFRWS.

61 v

Under the 1984 Agreement, San Francisco guaranteed its wholesale customers (excluding the cities of San
vi

José and Santa Clara ) a collective minimum water supply of 184 million gallons per day.

62

This perpetual

“Supply Assurance” would continue indefinitely, even after the 1984 Agreement terminated in 2009.

63

The 1984 Agreement also assigned each wholesale customer a permanent minimum Individual Supply

iii

In subsequent litigation, the margin narrowed to 13 votes, but the incorporation vote was upheld. Wilks, 42 Cal.3d at 403; Pang Chen, African American and
Hispanic Communities in East Palo Alto at 4.

iv

The Raker Act grants various water and energy-related rights, including rights for the purpose of conveying water to San Francisco “and such other municipalities
and water districts as , with the consent of the city and county of San Francisco, or in accordance with the laws of the State of California in force at the time
application is made, may hereafter participate in the beneficial use of the rights and privileges granted may [] participate in the beneficial use of the rights and
privileges granted by [the Raker Act.]” Raker Act, 38 Stat. 242 (1913). The Ninth Circuit’s opinion in Palo Alto states that the wholesale customers “are intended to
be direct beneficiaries of the Raker Act.” 528 F.2d at 1376. No other published decision addresses the rights of the wholesale customers under the Raker Act.

v

As discussed later, the settlement did not resolve many legal issues related to the Raker Act.

vi

The 1984 Agreement allowed San Francisco to decide whether to provide water to the cities of San José and Santa Clara permanently, on a temporary and
interruptible basis, or not at all. 1984 Agreement § 9.03 at 60-62. San Francisco chose the “temporary and interruptible basis” option. See Water Supply
Agreement between the City and County of San Francisco and Wholesale Customers in Alameda County, San Mateo County and Santa Clara County (July 2009)
[2009 WSA] § 9.06(A) at 88.
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Guarantee, based on the water allocation specified in the customer’s earlier contract with San Francisco.

64 vii

The EPACWD District received an Individual Supply Guarantee of 1.812 million gallons a day while its
65

neighbor Menlo Park, with a similar size population, received 3.576 million gallons a day.

66

Mountain View, Sunnyvale, and Palo Alto – received more than 10 million gallons a day.

Three cities –

Palo Alto topped

67

the list of city allocations with 15.536 million gallons a day.

The combined wholesale customers’ Individual Supply Guarantees totaled less than the 184 million gallons
a day San Francisco agreed to provide, so the 1984 Agreement further stipulated that either (1) the
wholesale customers could determine how to divide the “residual water” among themselves, or (2) the
water would be allocated to the wholesale customers based on their average use.

68

While the wholesale

Source: Draft 2040 WaterMAP at 19 i

customers initially took the latter approach, they quickly realized that allocating water based on past use
discouraged conservation – a customer that reduced its water use would be eligible to receive less residual
water in the future.

69

As a result, in 1994, the Bay Area Water Users Association, BAWSCA’s predecessor organization, assisted
the wholesale customers in reaching an agreement (or 1994 Individual Supply Guarantee Agreement) to
amend the 1984 Agreement to include new fixed Individual Supply Guarantees based on existing
allocations, recent use and special circumstances facing particular wholesale customers.

70 viii

This 1994

Agreement created an opening for potential changes to the new Individual Supply Guarantees in the
71

future if the wholesale customers and San Francisco took additional action to allow partial transfers.
Under the 1994 Agreement, the EPACWD’s Individual Supply Guarantee increased from 1.812
72

million gallons to 2.183 million gallons a day.

Several other cities received larger increases, based

73

on their projected growth.

vii

Individual Supply Guarantees may be reduced under certain, limited circumstances, such as drought. 1984 Agreement § 7.01 at 41.

viii

Because this involved an amendment to the 1984 Agreement, the 1994 Individual Supply Guarantee Agreement required each wholesale customer to adopt a
resolution by June 30, 1994, approving the new Individual Supply Guarantees. See, e.g., San Mateo County Resolution No. 58195 (April19, 1994).

8

E. Dissolution of the East Palo Alto County Waterworks District
After East Palo Alto’s attempt to dissolve the EPACWD failed in 1981, the district served the area for nearly
two more decades.

74

However, in 1997, San Mateo County developed a capital improvement master plan

for the district that identified about $12 million in needed improvements (which would require a 20 percent
75

rate increase over four years).
for passing the torch.

Faced with this large financial burden, the county began to explore options

76

East Palo Alto initially decided not to acquire the Waterworks District,

77

but after the county applied to the

San Mateo County Local Agency Formation Commission in late 1998 to dissolve the district, East Palo Alto
changed course.

78

In June 1999, East Palo Alto notified the county that the city planned to apply to the Local
79

Agency Formation Commission for reorganization of the district.

In preparation for this transition in

governance, East Palo Alto staff noted that “the city’s continuous expansion will make future water supply
an issue of extreme importance” and that the city would need “some form of control of the water system in
order to ensure that it will not be an obstacle for future development.”

80

However, because the water

system was in need of significant improvements, East Palo Alto decided to lease the system to California
American Water Company or Cal-Am, to operate, improve and maintain the system at Cal-Am’s cost.
allowed East Palo Alto to avoid the initial high cost of investing in an aging water system.

81

This

82

Not everyone supported the proposed transition. EPACWD served more than 100 Menlo Park connections,
83

including several business parks.

The owners of the business parks objected to East Palo Alto’s proposed

acquisition of the water district. Rather, they sought instead to detach their properties from the district and
join the Menlo Park Water District.

84

Finally, in October 2000, after extensive negotiations between the public agencies, the Menlo Park property
owners and Cal-Am, East Palo Alto submitted a proposal to the Local Agency Formation Commission to
dissolve EPACWD and divide the District’s assets between East Palo Alto and Menlo Park.

85

The cities agreed

to distribute the EPACWD’s funds based on the revenue generated by water customers in each city’s
jurisdiction – 90 percent to East Palo Alto and 10 percent to Menlo Park.

86

They also divided the East Palo

Alto district’s Individual Supply Guarantee based on the same percentages.

87

Accordingly, the 10 percent

(0.22 million gallons a day) of EPACWD’s Individual Supply Guarantee (2.183 million gallons a day) that
served Menlo Park customers was transferred to Menlo Park, leaving East Palo Alto with an Individual
88

Supply Guarantee of 1.963 million gallons a day. San Francisco approved these contract amendments in
2001.

89

F. Changes in the San Francisco Regional Water System
Around the time that the EPACWD dissolved, local and state legislation directed San Francisco to pursue
substantial updates to the SFWRS’ infrastructure, including improvements to prepare the system for major
earthquakes.

90

In 2008, San Francisco started to implement those updates and address other water

9

system issues and service goals (including aging infrastructure, water quality needs, customer demand,
etc.) by adopting the comprehensive and costly Water System Improvement Program (WSIP.)

91

The Environmental Impact Report for that improvement program recognized that water demand in the
region was increasing and would exceed the Supply Assurance by the time the improvement program was
to be completed in about 2030.

92

Instead of deciding in 2008 how to meet the region’s water supply needs

through 2030, the SFPUC established an interim planning deadline of December 31, 2018.

93

To avoid drawing additional water from the SFRWS’ watersheds during this interim planning period, San
Francisco established a temporary cap on retail and wholesale water deliveries.

94

This Interim Supply

Limitation allowed for total deliveries of only 184 million gallons a day to all of San Francisco’s wholesale
customers, including San José and Santa Clara (as compared to the 184 million-gallons-a day minimum
Supply Assurance established by the 1984 Agreement, which does not cover those two cities).

95

If the

wholesale customers collectively exceed the Interim Supply Limitation (which to date, they have not done),
96 ix

they may be subject to a surcharge.

East Palo Alto opposed this approach because WSIP would impose additional costs on city residents
97

without ensuring that the city’s water needs would be met.

The cost of the system improvements would

be shared by the wholesale customers, which would translate to rate increases for East Palo Alto water
users.

98

In addition, because East Palo Alto was already using almost all of its water allotment, the city was

at risk of incurring penalties if the collective Interim Supply Limitation was exceeded.

99

At the 2008 meeting

where the SFPUC approved the water system improvements, East Palo Alto’s city manager commented
100

that securing a reliable water supply was one of the city’s “greatest challenges.”

He told the SFPUC that

the added expense of the improvements, coupled with inadequate supply, would place East Palo Alto
residents in “an unacceptable position.”

101

The initial proposal for dividing the Interim Supply Limitation among the wholesale customers gave East
102

Palo Alto an interim allocation of 3.45 million gallons a day, based on the city’s expected growth.

However, after wholesale customers whose Individual Supply Guarantees far exceeded their demand
objected that this approach unfairly disadvantaged them, the SFPUC limited East Palo Alto’s interim
allocation to its existing 1.963 million gallon daily Individual Supply Guarantee.

103

A commission memo

acknowledged “concerns” regarding the adopted allocation approach, including that “some agencies such
as East Palo Alto are restricted to their [Individual Supply Guarantee] despite being apparently efficient
water users based on their per capita consumption.”

104

Nonetheless, the commission did not increase East

105 x

Palo Alto’s short-term allocation.

ix

In contrast, there is no penalty if a wholesale customer exceeds its Individual Supply Guarantee; as the name suggests, the Individual Supply Guarantee is merely
a guarantee of supply for each individual wholesale customer.

x

SVCF Note: According to SFPUC staff in a subsequent interview, the SFPUC has no authority to reallocate the wholesale share of the Interim Supply Limitation. That
decision was made solely by the wholesale customers allocating the Interim Supply Limitation volume among themselves. Meeting with Joshua D. Milstein, Office
of the City Attorney, City and County of San Francisco (July 10, 2018) [Milstein Interview].
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G. 2009 Water Supply Agreement
When the 1984 Agreement expired in 2009, shortly after the WSIP was approved, San Francisco and its
wholesale customers entered into a new 2009 Water Supply Agreement that will remain in effect until
2034.

106 xi

The 2009 Agreement retains key provisions of the 1984 Agreement, including the Supply

Assurance, as well as the modified Individual Supply Guarantee adopted in 1994. It also recognizes the
Interim Supply Limitation established as part of the improvement plan and indicates that San Francisco
107 xii

will update its water supply plans by December 31, 2018.
remained 1.96 million gallons a day.

East Palo Alto’s guaranteed supply

108

Under the 2009 Water Supply Agreement, the wholesale customers have limited opportunities to
increase their water supply. Portions of their Individual Supply Guarantees may be transferred between
wholesale customers on a permanent basis if the SFPUC finds that the transfer complies with the Raker
Act

xiii

and that the regional water facilities have sufficient capacity to accommodate the transfer.

109xiv

addition, a transfer between wholesale customers must be for a minimum of 100,000 gallons a day.

In

110

Not surprisingly, municipalities had been hesitant to permanently give up their contract rights to
water.

111 xv

Nonetheless, as discussed below, Mountain View and Palo Alto recently agreed to the first of
xvi

such transfers to East Palo Alto .
The 2009 Agreement also prohibits most purchases from outside the San Francisco Regional Water
System without the consent of the commission.

112 xvii

This limitation ensures both that there will be

sufficient purchases from the system to cover the costs of improvements and maintenance, and that the
SFRWS’s high-quality water will not be mixed with other water sources and conveyed through the water
system’s infrastructure without commissioners’ approval. These limitations leave wholesale customers
little flexibility to adjust to changing conditions.

xi

The parties may agree to extend the 2009 Water Supply Agreement for up to ten years. 2009 Water Supply Agreement §§ 2.01, 2.02 at 4.

xii

SVCF Note: Although originally scheduled to be completed at the end of 2018, as of this publication's writing the SFPUC had deferred making these decisions until
after 2018. Milstein Interview.

xiii

It is not clear what this review will entail because no transfers have occurred to date and the Raker Act covers a broad range of issues.

xiv

SVCF Note: The SFPUC maintains its approval authority under WSA section 3.04 only extends to whether the proposed transfer affects operation of the Regional
Water System or implicates the prohibition. Milstein Interview.

xv

Customers may temporarily transfer portions of the short-term Interim Supply Limitation, but any such transfers will terminate by the end of 2018. 2009 WSA
§ 4.03 at 27-28. Because this is not a viable long-term solution for East Palo Alto, it is not discussed here.

xvi

The SFPUC approved a transfer of 1 million gallons a day from Mountain View to East Palo Alto in a letter to both cities and BAWSCA, dated June 26, 2017. The
cities’ Individual Supply Guarantees is now 2.963 million gallons a day (East Palo Alto) and 12.460 million gallons (Mountain View). In May 2018, Palo Alto also
agreed to a water transfer to East Palo Alto.

xvii

SVCF Note: WSA section 3.07 prohibits the purchase of water from other sources by wholesale customers without SFPUC written consent, except for the four
customers listed in that section who are subject to minimum purchase requirements as a result of their authority to purchase water from others. To date none of
the other wholesale customers has requested permission to purchase other sources of water under section 3.07. The restrictions in section 3.07 do not apply to
purchases of recycled water or short term emergency water supplies. WSA section 3.12 allows transfers of water from agricultural districts (an action called
"wheeling") from outside the SFRWS by wholesale customers consistent with California Water Code section 1810 et seq. Wheeling of water has been proposed for
large scale developments in Redwood City and Brisbane, but these proposals have not been pursued to date. Milstein Interview.
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H. East Palo Alto outgrows its Individual Supply Guarantee
East Palo Alto has grown significantly since the 1960s, when the EPACWD entered into the original long-term
113

Water Supply Agreement with San Francisco that influenced its initial guaranteed supply.
incorporated in 1983, East Palo Alto’s population was about 18,000.

114

When the city

The population increased by 25

percent from 1990 to 2000 – nearly double the statewide growth rate and three times San Mateo County’s
growth rate for the same period.

115

Today, East Palo Alto’s reported population is about 30,000 residents,

116

117

and the city has one of the highest population densities in Silicon Valley.

And yet, SFRWS’ water allocation to East Palo Alto changed little. Until recently, East Palo Alto relied almost
entirely on the SFRWS to provide water to the approximately 5,100 residential, commercial and industrial
connections the city serves.

118 xviii

As illustrated in the table depicting wholesale customers’ 2013-14 gross

per capita consumption, East Palo Alto’s per capita water consumption (54.1 gallons per capita a day in fiscal
year 2014-15) is the lowest among the SFRWS’s wholesale customers and significantly lower than their

Source: East Palo Alto Water Moratorium Staff Report, Attachment 2 (citing BAWSCA Annual Survey, Figure 7b)

119 xix

average per capita consumption (105.7 gallons per capita a day).

Despite being the most efficient wholesale customer, East Palo Alto used far more of its Individual Supply
xviii

The city also has several wells that are briefly discussed later in this report. In addition, two small mutual water companies, Palo Alto Park Mutual Water Company
and O’Connor Tract Co-Operative Water Company, provide water to a few hundred properties in East Palo Alto and Menlo Park.

xix

These numbers reflect several years of drought cutbacks. The previous year, East Palo Alto used 56.9 gallons per capita a day, and the wholesale customer
average was 124.3 gallons per capita a day. EPA 4.19.16 Agenda Report at 3.

12

Guarantee than most other wholesale customers. Collectively, the wholesale customers do not use the full
184 million gallons a day Supply Assurance. They used less than 70 percent of it in FY 2014-15 (in part
because of drought-related cutbacks), and use has averaged about 83 percent over the past decade.

120

In

contrast, since 2001, East Palo Alto has used nearly its full Individual Supply Guarantee and has exceeded it
four times.

121

122

The city also lacks a secondary or emergency water source.

Further, East Palo Alto’s water needs are expected to continue to increase.

123

Under recent projections,

the population will rise to nearly 38,000 by 2040, and this growth will increase water needs.
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Specifically,
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2.183

N/A

East Palo Alto

18,191

N/A

23,451

N/A

28,155

1.963

Menlo Park

26,396

3.576

28,001

4.236

32,026

4.456

Mountain View

58,655

10.508

67,460

13.460

74,066

13.460

Sunnyvale

106,618

11.772

117,229

12.580

140,081

12.580

Palo Alto

55,225

15.536

55,900

17.075

64,403

17.075

Stanford***

11,045

2.382

18,097

3.033

13,809

3.033

San José

629,442

N/A

782,225

N/A

945,942

N/A

Santa Clara

87,746

N/A

93,613

N/A

116,468

N/A

*U.S. Census data is from MTC/ABAG: http://www.bayareacensus.ca.gov/
**U.S. Census data is from MTC/ABAG: http://www.bayareacensus.ca.gov/ includes 100 connections in Menlo Park
***1980, 1990, 2010 U.S. Decennial Census population for Stanford CDP

East Palo Alto’s Vista 2035 General Plan directs the city to plan for anticipated water demands of 2.01
125

million gallons a day by 2020 and 3.05 million by 2040.

This meant that in a nondrought scenario, East
126

Palo Alto would need about half a million more gallons a day by 2020 and 1.5 million a day by 2040.

I. East Palo Alto Prior to 2018
The many factors that gave rise to East Palo Alto’s early economic and environmental woes – factors that
127

disproportionately disadvantage low-income communities of color across the country
xx

plague the city. East Palo Alto has San Mateo County’s highest unemployment rate
poverty rate.

129

128

– continue to

and double the

Only 20 percent of its residents have graduated from college. About a third have not

completed high school and another 45 percent do not have an associate or bachelor’s degree.

130

In

addition, there are only about 2,700 jobs in East Palo Alto, which amounts to about 0.2 jobs per employed
131

resident,

132

compared with a ratio of 3.04 in Palo Alto.

parts of the county.

133

These jobs tend to pay less than those in other

As a result, many residents travel out of East Palo Alto for work, which unfortunately
134

contributes to traffic congestion, poor air quality and reduced physical activity for these commuters.

xx

East Palo Alto underwent another major demographics shift near the end of the last century. From 1990 to 2000, the Hispanic or Latino population more than
doubled. Haas Center for Public Service, Community Profile: East Palo Alto (October 2002). Now over 90 percent of community members are people of color, and
the largest ethnic groups are Hispanic or Latino, Black/African American, and Pacific Islander. EPA Demographics; Heather Cooley et al., Pacific Institute and
Environmental Justice Coalition for Water, Drought and Equity in the San Francisco Bay Area (June 2016) at 24.
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The city’s lack of commercial development limits its ability to collect revenue from property, sales and
135

transient occupancy taxes.
jurisdictions.

136

Property tax and other sources of municipal revenue lag behind neighboring

Due to limited options, residents shop outside the community for food, apparel, gasoline

and other retail goods, amounting to a substantial loss of sales revenue each year.

137

In addition, a jobs explosion in the region surrounding East Palo Alto, without a commensurate increase in
housing, puts new pressure on East Palo Alto’s housing market. In the years leading up to 2016, San Mateo
County added 55,000 jobs but less than 3,000 new homes.

138

About 40 percent of East Palo Alto’s housing

stock is affordable (income restricted, rent stabilized or below market rate) and, when controlled for size,
139

the city provides more affordable housing than any other in Silicon Valley.
increased dramatically in response to recent growth.

140

Nonetheless, housing prices

High housing prices force many East Palo Alto

residents to live in tight quarters and unfinished spaces, where they risk exposure to diseases, pests and
mold.

141

Facebook’s growing campus in neighboring Menlo Park, in particular, has been a major factor in East Palo
142 xxi

Alto’s housing woes.

For example, at one time, Facebook offered a $10,000 bonus to its employees who

lived within 10 miles of its campus

143

; East Palo Alto provides a relatively affordable option, compared to

Menlo Park and Palo Alto, where the average sale price for homes is several million dollars.

144

East Palo Alto

residents, whose median income was just over $50,000 in 2016 (43 percent less than the rest of the county),
cannot compete.

145

Facebook is currently expanding its office complex to support as many as 17,500
146 xxii

employees (a 12,000 person increase from about 5,500 in Menlo Park).

Palo Alto and Menlo Park

continue to resist building new housing to accommodate this growth, thus exacerbating the pressures on
147

East Palo Alto’s housing and water resources.

III. A turning point in East Palo Alto’s w ater crisis
At the beginning of 2016, East Palo Alto was in a precarious position. U.S. Rep. Jackie Speier was not
exaggerating when she characterized East Palo Alto’s efforts to secure more water as “the latest chapter in a
148

civil rights struggle.”

Then and now, the city urgently needed more affordable housing, as well as

economic development that would provide local employment opportunities and expand the city’s tax
base.

149

150

However, both require access to more water.

East Palo Alto leaders recognized that water planning was a critical component of development. “To address
the city’s lack of water supply, and institute long-term strategies to sustainably manage limited water
resources,” the East Palo Alto general plan sets forth a goal of ensuring “a sustainable, clean, long-term
water supply.”

151

To further this goal, the general plan requires any “new or intensified development” to
152

demonstrate that adequate water is available before it may be approved.

It also directs East Palo Alto to

xxi

Litigation addressing the impacts of growth on East Palo Alto is discussed later in this report.

xxii

The former Sun Microsystems building that is now Facebook headquarters was originally proposed as a development project in East Palo Alto. However, the city
council rejected the project in the late 1980s. Satterwhite Interview.
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consider adopting policies to ensure new projects or intensified developments have adequate water
supplies and to allow East Palo Alto to require a water supply assessment for any development project.

153

Likewise, East Palo Alto’s 2012 Ravenswood/4 Corners Specific Plan, which governs development in the
northeastern portion of the city, requires developers to demonstrate that proposed projects will be served
by new water sources or “will create no net increase in total water demand” in East Palo Alto.

154

Since East Palo Alto was already using its full water allotment from the SFRWS, these land use policies
amounted to a de facto moratorium on new construction in East Palo Alto.

155

East Palo Alto made this

implicit moratorium explicit in July 2016 by adopting an ordinance that established a two-year development
156 xxiii

moratorium.
system.

157

The moratorium prohibits new or expanded connections to East Palo Alto’s water

The city made its water constraints clear to developers. Projects could not be approved without

either proof of water supply or confirmation that the project would lead to no net increase in water
158

usage.

The development moratorium affects several pending projects that had to thus secure water supplies,
including:
• A 100- to 120-unit affordable housing development on a city-owned site at 965 Weeks St.;
• The Primary School, a 500-student tuition-free private school at the end of Weeks Street that will
xxiv

provide health care and family services in addition to education;

• The Sobrato project, a 200,000 square-foot office project at 2111 University Ave.; and
• The 2020 Bay Road project, a 1.4 million square-foot office project at 2020 Bay Road (the highly
contaminated former site of the Romic hazardous waste facility).

159

As discussed in more detail later in this report, these four developments figured prominently in East
Palo Alto’s efforts to secure more water.
160

The moratorium created an important window of time for the city to study the water shortage.

East Palo Alto activists and public officials were acutely aware that past efforts to bring development
161

to the city resulted in displacement of local community members.

For example, in the late 1990s,

East Palo Alto redeveloped the downtown Whiskey Gulch area, replacing older buildings with a Four
Seasons Hotel, Class A offices and retail chains.

162

While the project brought economic benefits to
163

the city, it also displaced residents, multifamily housing and small, locally owned businesses.

Longtime East Palo Alto residents had not forgotten this and other local development stories, and
many hoped to avoid repeating that history.

xxiii

SVCF Note: At the time of publication, the moratorium was anticipated to soon be lifted.

xxiv

The school is currently operating at a temporary site.
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In a 2016 letter to the SFPUC, a community advocate captured the tensions that the city would need to
address in the following years.

164

Tameeka Bennett, executive director of Youth for United Community

Action, acknowledged that the community is “fighting every single day to create our space within Silicon
Valley,” and “[a]n addition to our water supply … would greatly aid in our fight to belong.”

165

However, she

also noted that “keeping [East Palo Alto’s] supply where it stands now greatly discourages the rapid
gentrification taking place, because development is halted due to the lack of water.”

166

The halt in

development gave the city an opportunity to determine how to allocate any new water it secures.

167

IV. Addressing East Palo Alto’s w ater crisis: tools and opportunities
East Palo Alto engaged in several strategies to address its water crisis. This section discusses East Palo
Alto’s initial actions and describes a range of local, transactional, legal, and political options, many of
which may be available in the future to East Palo Alto or to any community facing similar resource
limitations.

A. East Palo Alto’s initial actions
East Palo Alto’s 2035 Vista General Plan acknowledges that addressing the water shortage was a
“critical step” toward strengthening the city’s economy and achieving fiscal stability.

168

It notes that the

city could: secure additional water from the SFPUC, neighboring cities and groundwater sources;
diversify its water sources; establish a water offset policy for developments; increase groundwater
recharge; and improve implementation of and education about water efficiency/conservation
measures.

169

East Palo Alto actively pursued two of these strategies to increase its water supply: The city sought
more water from the SFRWS, via a supply increase or transfer, and took steps to develop its own
groundwater supplies.

170

East Palo Alto also secured funding from private developers to expedite

171

these efforts.

1. Advocating for increased supply
In April 2016, East Palo Alto adopted a resolution that set forth the actions the city would take to obtain
172

more regional water.

The resolution authorized several specific actions.

173

It directed the city

manager to work with BAWSCA and the SFPUC to secure up to an additional 1.5 million gallons a day
from SFRWS. It requested that the SFPUC incorporate this increase into its long-term plan, the Water
Management Action Plan.

174

The resolution also requested that the SFPUC and BAWSCA “create

mechanisms that would empower and incentivize” agency members that are not using their full
Individual Supply Guarantees to transfer a portion of their allocations to cities like East Palo Alto.

175

When developing the WSIP in 2008, the SFPUC decided to wait ten years before evaluating options for
increasing wholesale customers’ Supply Assurance and offering permanent status for San José and

16

Santa Clara, which would likely require an increase in the Supply Assurance.

176 xxv

To meet the

requirements of the WSIP and the 2009 Agreement, and to address recent changes in in-stream flow
requirements and demand projections, the SFPUC also began to develop its long-term plan, the Water
Management Action Plan, covering 2019-2040.

177

In anticipation of the SFPUC completing this Supply Assurance evaluation by the end of 2018, East Palo
Alto sent its resolution and a request for a 1.5 million-gallon-a-day increase to the SFPUC in May 2016,
noting that the city needs the additional water “to support the balanced and equitable growth”
envisioned in its land use plans.

178

Ten other individuals and organizations submitted letters in support

of East Palo Alto’s request, including U.S. Rep. Jackie Speier, the San Mateo County Health System,
Facebook, Youth United for Community Action, The Primary School and other developers proposing
179

projects in East Palo Alto.

As East Palo Alto and its supporters requested, the draft of the long-term plan released in May 2016
recommended that the SFPUC consider options to increase East Palo Alto’s water supply by 1.5 million
180

gallons a day to meet projected demand.
August 2016.

181

At the June meeting, the commission’s then president, Francesca Vietor, “expressed a

desire to make East Palo Alto whole.”
Alto’s request,

The SFPUC discussed the issue at meetings in June and

183

182

Seven parties made public comments in support of East Palo

including a BAWSCA representative who urged immediate action.

184

At the August

meeting, staff recommended making East Palo Alto’s request a priority in the planning process (second
only to meeting existing obligations).

185

Nonetheless, demand projections and other competing needs presented significant barriers to East
Palo Alto’s proposed increase. The SFPUC was to also consider whether to commit to permanent supply
guarantees for the cities of San José and Santa Clara (which were requesting Individual Supply
Guarantees of 9.5 million gallons a day and 5 million gallons a day respectively) and how to meet newly
established in-stream flow requirements that will result in a net loss of 3.5 million gallons a day for the
186

SFRWS.

The long-term plan estimated that the SFRWS would have sufficient water to meet its existing

obligations in nondrought years,

187

but if it met all the proposed additional obligations, the system
188 xxvi

would face a nondrought shortfall of up to 19.5 million gallons a day by 2040.

Wholesale

189 xxvii

customers will likely face even more significant shortfalls in drought years.

xxv

SVCF Note: This decision was prescient because water demands during the most recent drought were much lower than forecasted in 2008, and the full volume of
the 184 million gallons per day Supply Assurance is not forecast to be delivered until well after the term of the WSA expires in 2034. Milstein Interview.

xxvi

The Water Management Action Plan identifies transfers from outside the SFRWS desalination, and potable reuse as ways the SFPUC could increase its
water supply to meet its anticipated needs. Draft 2040 WaterMAP at 2, 41-42.

xxvii

SVCF Note: Two other regulatory proceedings currently underway may cause shortfalls for wholesale customers in drought years. The State of California is
updating its Water Quality Control Plan for the San Joaquin River, which could substantially reduce the water available to the SFRWS due to changes in the
operation of Don Pedro Reservoir where the SFPUC has a water bank. (The Don Pedro Reservoir is owned and operated by the Modesto and Turlock Irrigation
Districts, or “Districts”).
The Districts are also renewing their Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) license for the Don Pedro Reservoir, and proposed increases of water from
that reservoir for downstream fisheries could also reduce supplies available to San Francisco under its agreement with the Districts for operation of the water
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2. Collaborating with developers to fund water supply strategies
In parallel with East Palo Alto’s efforts at the SFPUC, East Palo Alto took other actions to pursue new
water supplies. Three of the developments described above (the Sobrato project, the 2020 Bay Road
project, and The Primary School) would require about 0.306 million gallons of new water every day.

190

East Palo Alto did not allow these projects to move forward unless the project developers
191

demonstrated that they had access to the necessary water.

Concerned about the inability to proceed with their proposed developments, in July 2016, the
developers and East Palo Alto entered into a Water Supply Implementation Agreement, under which
the developers agreed to provide funding to expedite East Palo Alto’s efforts to secure new water
supplies.

192

The Agreement provided for legal consultants to advise the city on obtaining water

transfers from other SFRWS wholesale customers as well as consultants to pursue development of
and permits for two local groundwater well projects.

193

In exchange, the Agreement gave the
194

developers priority access to a portion of any new water supplies that resulted from these efforts.
195

However, the city made it clear that the Agreement did not guarantee project approvals.

The city’s approval of the Agreement was not without controversy. Other developers with projects
196 xxviii

pending in East Palo Alto opposed the Agreement, as did one member of the city council.
a. Water transfers within the San Francisco Regional Water System

As noted above, the 2009 Water Service Agreement allows permanent transfers of at least 0.1 million
gallons a day between wholesale customers, subject to commission approval.

197

East Palo Alto’s April

2016 resolution identified transfers from wholesale customers that are not using their full Individual
Supply Guarantees as a possible way to meet the city’s need for additional water.

198

In the Water Supply

Implementation Agreement, East Palo Alto specifically agreed to seek a permanent water transfer of no
less than 0.5 million gallons a day from wholesale customers with surplus water supplies.

199

Such a

transfer would provide the city with sufficient water to serve the three developers’ projects and the
city’s affordable housing project at 965 Weeks St.

200

After adopting the Water Supply Implementation Agreement with developers, East Palo Alto took
several steps toward securing transfers. In August 2016, city staff members began to meet with a
201

consultant to discuss transfer options.

Then in September, the City Council appointed two council

members to a water allocation transfer subcommittee to work with city staff members.

202

As a result of

these efforts, Mountain View and East Palo Alto approved a 1 million gallon-a-day transfer, and Palo
Alto and East Palo Alto approved a 0.5 million gallon-a-day transfer.

203

bank. Both the Water Quality Control Plan and the FERC licensing renewal create additional ambiguity for wholesale customers in drought years. Milstein
Interview.
xxviii

Councilmember Carlos Romero opposed the Water Supply Implementation Agreement because it gave certain developers priority over others and
he stated that it was not necessary to the city’s efforts to procure more water. Phone call with Carlos Romero (March 2, 2017).
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i. Mountain View
Mountain View, which holds one of the largest Individual Supply Guarantees under the 2009 Water
Supply Agreement, had a financial interest in transferring water to East Palo Alto.

204

The 2009

Agreement requires Mountain View to purchase a minimum of 8.93 million gallons a day
annually.

205 xxix

However, on average, Mountain View uses less than 10 million gallons a day of its

13.46 million guarantee
FY 2015-16.

207

206

; after drought reductions, the city used only 6.78 million gallons a day in

Mountain View had to pay for water it did not need, including a total of $444,000 in

FY 2010-11 and 2011-12, and it estimated that its minimum purchase costs would total $8.5 million
over the next four years.

208

A payment from East Palo Alto for a water transfer would offset these

209

costs.

East Palo Alto first contacted Mountain View staff members in 2015 regarding a possible
transfer,

210

and in August 2016, Mountain View communicated its interest in working with East Palo

Alto to address East Palo Alto’s water supply issues.

211

Members of the two cities’ staffs met several

times, including a meeting with staff members from the SFPUC and the Bay Area Water Supply and
212

Conservation Agency.

The cities discussed transfer amounts ranging from 0.5 to 1 million gallons

213

a day.

In May 2017, the Mountain View City Council voted to transfer 1 million gallons a day of its
Individual Supply Guarantee to East Palo Alto in exchange for a one-time $5 million payment.

214 xxx

East Palo Alto’s then Mayor, Larry Moody, City Manager Carlos Martinez and several other East Palo
Alto community members spoke in favor of the transfer at that council meeting.

215

Most Mountain

View council members enthusiastically supported the transfer, including then Mayor Ken
Rosenberg, who acknowledged that access to clean water is a human right and described the
216

transfer as an example of the city doing human rights work.

East Palo Alto’s City Council unanimously approved the Mountain View transfer in June 2017.

217

East

Palo Alto planned to obtain the initial $5 million for the transfer from four sources:
• An update to the Water Supply Implementation Agreement, under which the developers
each pay a pro rata share of the transfer price based on their projects’ projected water use
(for example, the three projects would use 30 percent of the total 1 million gallons a day, so
the three developers would contribute 30 percent of the $5 million) or $1.5 million;
• A reimbursement agreement from the Sobrato project developers of $1 million;

xxix

Only three other wholesale customers – Alameda County Water District and the cities of Milpitas and Sunnyvale – have minimum purchase requirements.
2009 Water Service Agreement § 3.07(C) at 14.

xxx

The council approved the transfer by a 6-1 vote. The single council member who voted against the transfer indicated that he was unsure if the proposed transfer
would disadvantage Mountain View in the future. Mark Noack, Mountain View sells water to East Palo Alto, Mountain View Voice (May 24, 2017), https://www.mvvoice.com/news/2017/05/24/mountain-view-sells-water-to-east-palo-alto; City of Mountain View, City Council Meeting Audio (May 23, 2017) at 1:09:50.
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• A gift from the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative Donor Advised Fund of $2.5 million (to support
the water transfer and development of affordable housing, including the salary for an
xxxi

affordable housing manager for the City of East Palo Alto for five years
• $0.5 million from the East Palo Alto general fund.

); and

218

In the future, the city plans to establish a water capacity fee to spread the costs of this transfer
219

and the city’s other water supply improvements among developers.

As developments are

approved, their water capacity fee payments will be used to repay Sobrato, the Chan
220

Zuckerberg Initiative, and East Palo Alto’s general fund.

The developers’ payments under the

Water Supply Implementation Agreement will be credited against those fees if their projects are
approved.

221

The gift from the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative is helping East Palo Alto address housing issues in
222

tandem with other developments.

As the initial $2 million contribution is repaid, the funds

will be used to support affordable housing.

223

At the same meeting where it approved the transfer, East Palo Alto also approved a Negative
Declaration pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) for the potential
transfer of up to 1.5 million gallons a day, finding that the transfer would not have significant
impacts on the environment.

224

The Negative Declaration covered both the Mountain View

transfer and a potential transfer of an additional 0.5 million gallons a day from another
wholesale customer in the future.

225

Menlo Park filed comments objecting to the Negative Declaration, claiming that the transfer
would require infrastructure updates that require environmental review.

226

East Palo Alto

responded that existing infrastructure has sufficient capacity to accommodate the transfer and
that any infrastructure projects would undergo environmental review when they are
227

proposed.

The agreement between Mountain View and East Palo Alto was approved by the SFPUC on June
26, 2017.

228

ii. Palo Alto
In May 2018, Palo Alto’s city council voted to give East Palo Alto .5 million gallons of water per day
from its own water supply. In recommending the council approve the transfer, Palo Alto city staff
noted the original discrepancy in allocations and blamed legacy inequities. While East Palo Alto
receives just 2 million gallons of water per day from the SFPUC and has exhausted its supply, Palo
229

Alto receives 17 million gallons and only uses 10 million gallons.

xxxi

The Chan Zuckerberg Initiative Donor Advised Fund is administered by Silicon Valley Community Foundation.
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The Palo Alto City Council also concluded it was unnecessary to charge East Palo Alto for the
transfer. While other jurisdictions (such as Mountain View) are obligated to a payment structure
that requires a guaranteed minimum purchase from the SFPUC, Palo Alto does not have to pay for
unused water. The council also noted they hoped the transfer enabled East Palo Alto to avoid
conducting large-scale groundwater extraction from the aquifers shared by the two cities, but did
not make that expectation a transfer requirement.

230

b. Developing local water supplies
East Palo Alto’s City Council also directed its staff to investigate augmenting the city’s water supply
with groundwater from two wells at city-owned sites: the Gloria Way Well, an existing well with high
levels of naturally occurring iron and manganese that can stain plumbing fixtures and cause
odor

231

; and Pad D, a new well next to Highway 101.

232

A 2012 analysis of potential groundwater

sources recommended that East Palo Alto invest in a water treatment system for Gloria Way and
pursue further testing at Pad D.

233

The city estimated that Gloria Way could produce 0.173 million

gallons daily and Pad D could produce 0.576 million gallons a day.

234

The Gloria Way Well could provide a small supplement to East Palo Alto’s water supply, at a
relatively low cost, in the near future.

235

The well was installed in 1979 as a potential source of

potable water but currently only serves limited nonpotable uses, such as street cleaning and
236

construction.

The well has high levels of dissolved solids, nitrates, arsenic, iron and manganese,

and it exceeds several U.S. Environmental Protection Agency secondary standards for drinking
water.

237

It has not been used for drinking water since the 1980s because high levels of iron and

manganese led to taste and odor complaints.

238

However, these water quality issues are currently

being resolved by installing a new water treatment system.

239

East Palo Alto has taken a number of steps toward reactivating the Gloria Way Well. The city
completed environmental review for the project in 2013
241

consultant to design a treatment system in 2014.

240

and contracted with an engineering

In October 2016, the city approved the design

for the Gloria Way Well treatment system and authorized the city manager to seek construction
242

bids.

On March 21, 2017, the city awarded a contract and anticipated completing the project by

the end of 2017.

243

With the water transfers from Mountain View and Palo Alto now secured, East

Palo Alto can reserve any extracted water for future emergency needs.

244

B. Strategies for further increasing East Palo Alto’s water supply
With the water transfers from Palo Alto and Mountain View, East Palo Alto now has a sufficient water
supply to meet immediate development needs. This section details additional transactional, legal,
political, and local approaches East Palo Alto or other similarly positioned communities may consider in
the future.

21

1. Long-term water transfers
Temporary, long-term water transfers could also provide reliable water supplies for several decades,
without requiring a water-rights holder to give up an entitlement. The 2009 Water Supply Agreement
prohibits nonpermanent transfers, but East Palo Alto could seek an amendment to the contract to allow
this compromise solution. This would allow wholesale customers to transfer portions of their Individual
Supply Guarantees to other wholesale customers without permanently decreasing them. Alternatively,
if East Palo Alto’s water needs exceed its water supply, the city may source water from outside the
SFRWS. While there are hurdles to both of these approaches, they should be recognized as options in
the suite of tools available to the wholesale customers.
a. Amendment to 2009 Water Supply Agreement
The 2009 Water Supply Agreement allows only permanent transfers of Individual Supply Guarantees.

245

Because it is difficult to project long-term growth, wholesale customers are understandably reluctant to
agree to a permanent water transfer. The parties to the 2009 Agreement could agree to address this
barrier by amending it to allow long-term, nonpermanent transfers. Such a long-term transfer option
could make wholesale customers more willing to agree to transfer water to East Palo Alto because they
would retain flexibility for the future.

xxxii

b. Transfers from outside the San Francisco Regional Water System
A voluntary water transaction with a water rights holder outside the SFRWS could also help the city
meet its water needs, while providing benefits to the transferring party with excess water. The 2009
Agreement generally limits water purchases from outside the SFRWS,

246

water in excess of a wholesale customer’s Individual Supply Guarantee.

but it includes an exception for

247 xxxiii

BAWSCA has begun to explore water transfers from interested sellers on behalf of the wholesale
customers,

248

but infrastructure issues may limit such opportunities. In 2012, the agency and the East

Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD) agreed to develop a short-term pilot plan to evaluate the
feasibility of long-term transfers from willing sellers that would be moved through the East Bay system
249

to the BAWSCA service area.

However, the pilot has encountered a key hurdle: the City of Hayward

has identified potential operational concerns with any long-term, nonemergency use of the existing
infrastructure that moves water from the EBMUD system through Hayward to the SFRWS.

250

BAWSCA

may also explore a similar pilot with the Santa Clara Valley Water District (SCVWD) but it anticipates
infrastructure hurdles similar to Hayward’s.

xxxii

251

Because neither BAWSCA nor the SFRWS has priority

SVCF Note: As mentioned above, hurdles do exist. CEQA requires those hoping to develop large projects show the project has a sufficient water supply. In the case
of seeking a long-term water transfer, the SFPUC believes applicants would be hard pressed to provide assurances after the long-term transfer ceases. Milstein
Interview.

xxxiii It also includes exceptions for recycled water, discussed elsewhere in this report and water necessary on an emergency or temporary basis. 2009 Water Service
Agreement § 3.07(B)(1), (2) at 14.
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rights to available capacity in state or federal facilities that move water through the Sacramento-San
Joaquin River Delta, BAWSCA may not be able to access SCVWD’s water consistently.

252 xxxiv

Nonetheless, a water transfer from outside the SFRWS could eventually be necessary. California water
law continues to evolve, and the “reasonable use” doctrine may increasingly incentivize long-term water
253

transfers.

The California Constitution declares that water resources must “be put to beneficial use to

the fullest extent of which they are capable, and that the waste or unreasonable use or unreasonable
254

This has been interpreted to mean that no one has the right

255

Water rights holders may agree to long-term transfers to

method of use of water be prevented.”
to waste water or use it unreasonably.
xxxv

avoid such waste claims.

While transfers from outside the San Francisco Regional Water System may

ultimately be quite costly, they are likely to become more important in the future, as in-stream flow
requirements and development continue to put pressure on the state’s water supplies.

xxxvi

c. Risks of nonpermanent approaches
Reliance on long-term water transfers comes with risks. If a long-term water transfer were not renewed
at the end of its term, East Palo Alto would find itself with even more development and inadequate
supply to support it. On the other hand, if the city secures a nonpermanent supplemental supply that
lasts several decades, it would help East Palo Alto further develop its economic base and diversify its
water supply during that time period. A temporary solution would also prevent a repeat of the
conundrum East Palo Alto faced previously: a permanent water allocation that did not fit the region’s
development trajectory and flexible water sources would help the region adjust.
2. Additional permanent water transfers within the San Francisco Regional Water System
Additional permanent water transfers within SFRWS — such as those from Mountain View and Palo Alto
— may continue to be the most reliable solution for a community like East Palo Alto. Known as an
"intrasystem transfer," this kind of transfer may be especially helpful when it comes from a community
that uses less than its water allocation and does not seek or anticipate significant future growth
256

requiring additional water.

For example, even after committing to transfer .5 million gallons of water per day to East Palo Alto, the
City of Palo Alto’s long-term water use forecast does not exceed its Individual Supply Guarantee. In their
report recommending Palo Alto make the .5 million gallons per day transfer to East Palo Alto, City of
xxxiv SVCF Note: The proposed enlargement of Contra Costa Water District’s Los Vaqueros Reservoir is planned to include a connection to the South Bay Aqueduct,
which was used previously to transfer Sacramento–San Joaquin River Delta water to the SFPUC system during the 1987-1992 Drought. Milstein Interview.
xxxv

For example, the Imperial Irrigation District agreed to long-term water transfers as part of its response to an unreasonable use determination in the 1980s.
Hanak, Managing California’s Water at 332-33.

xxxvi SVCF Note: Water transfers from agricultural users are frequently cited as a solution to urban water supply shortages, but transfers that require passing through
the Sacramento–San Joaquin River Delta are exceedingly difficult to pursue because of environmental concerns. To avoid that, the SFPUC has tried to obtain a
water transfer from certain agricultural water districts south of the Delta, starting in 2008. However, the agricultural water districts have refused approving small
transfers of two million gallons a day. In another instance, the Modesto Irrigation District refused to permit neighboring Oakdale Irrigation District to transfer an
exchange of water to SFRWS that would have to pass through Modesto facilities. Milstein Interview.
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Palo Alto staff noted, "Palo Alto uses far less than its entitlement and does not anticipate using its full
257

entitlement in the future.”

3. Public participation and litigation
Where other efforts alone prove insufficient, public engagement processes and litigation are available
to secure more water. As discussed below regarding Menlo Park’s development, submitting welldocumented comment letters that identify the legal and factual inadequacies in a proposed project can
bring parties to the negotiating table. And, if necessary, litigation can result in a judgment setting aside
project approvals or drive parties to settle a dispute on mutually acceptable terms.
a. California Environmental Quality Act
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires public agencies to review the environmental
258

effects of proposed projects and to mitigate those effects when feasible.

If a project may have

significant environmental impacts, the reviewing agency must prepare an Environmental Impact Report
that discloses the project’s impacts and analyzes alternatives.
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This process involves multiple

opportunities for public engagement, including engagement by other affected jurisdictions.
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Public

comments and, if necessary, lawsuits challenging an agency’s compliance with CEQA can result in
improved mitigation measures and/or settlement agreements with community benefits.
Recent engagement in the CEQA process for projects in Menlo Park provides a model for addressing
the impacts of development on neighboring community resources. Efforts of East Palo Alto and
community groups (including a coalition called Envision Transform Build – East Palo Alto

261

) resulted in

two settlement agreements that provide up to $18.5 million toward the development of affordable
housing in East Palo Alto and the surrounding area.
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Similar public participation in other CEQA

processes might help East Palo Alto further increase its available water supply.
i.

Recent Menlo Park activity

In 2015, Menlo Park released two Draft Environmental Impact Reports: one for a proposed
expansion of Facebook’s facility in Menlo Park and one for a revision to Menlo Park’s general
263xxxvii

plan.

East Palo Alto and a number of community groups submitted comments on the
264

reports, identifying potential impacts of each proposed project.

Separately, East Palo Alto

filed a lawsuit against Menlo Park, alleging that the Environmental Impact Report for the Menlo
265

Park General Plan Update failed to comply with CEQA.

A. Facebook settlements Facebook proposed in 2015 to expand its corporate headquarters
in Menlo Park, including construction of almost 1 million square feet of office space and a 200room hotel.

266

East Palo Alto and community groups raised objections in comments on the

xxxvii Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP represents East Palo Alto in connection with both of these projects.
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draft Environmental Impact Report.

267

As a result, East Palo Alto and the community groups
268

each reached a settlement with Facebook without litigation.

The 2016 agreements address

the impacts of the project on East Palo Alto and the neighboring area. These agreements
commit Facebook to provide community benefits in exchange for the city and community
groups dropping their objections to Facebook’s expansion.
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The heart of these settlements is a “Catalyst Housing Fund” to “identify and finance
opportunities for the development and preservation of long-term affordable housing.”
271 xxxviii

Facebook will contribute up to $18.5 million to the fund under the settlement.

270

The

agreement requires $10 million of this funding to be used to support and finance affordable
housing development opportunities in East Palo Alto.

272 xxxix xl

The settlements also include specific goals and projects, including directing Facebook to
establish and fund a training program in science, technology, engineering and math (or STEM)
for residents in East Palo Alto and Menlo Park. Facebook must also work closely with the
community, with establishment of a community jobs liaison, so that residents will be hired by
the social media giant.
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The agreement also directs Facebook to provide a grant for a

commercial kitchen incubator similar to La Cocina in San Francisco.

274

The compact allows the

community groups to direct $500,000 from the fund to be used for housing-related policy
initiatives.
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Finally, Facebook must contribute $500,000 to a tenant assistance fund and

$250,000 to support rehabilitation, modification, or reconstruction of homes in East Palo Alto
and Belle Haven (in Menlo Park) for low-income and very low-income residents.
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B. General plan litigation
While East Palo Alto and Facebook entered into the East Palo Alto Agreement without litigation,
East Palo Alto separately filed a lawsuit challenging the Environmental Impact Report for Menlo
Park’s General Plan update. The lawsuit directly addressed the connection between
commercial development in Menlo Park and housing availability and costs in East Palo Alto. It
noted that growth in Menlo Park’s tech industry “has resulted in a significant imbalance
between the number of jobs located in [Menlo Park] and the housing available to employees,
particularly affordable housing.”
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East Palo Alto claimed Menlo Park’s updated general plan,

xxxviii The compact with the community groups commits them to refrain from challenging the general plan update. Community Compact at 3, Attachment A at 2-3. The
East Palo Alto Agreement does not have this restriction, and East Palo Alto’s general plan litigation, discussed later, could prevent the community groups from
receiving a portion of the funds required by the compact, unless the general plan litigation is resolved in a manner acceptable to Facebook. Id., Attachment A at 3.
xxxix The settlement agreements do not address East Palo Alto’s water shortage, so the city’s efforts to secure more water will affect whether this housing can be
developed.
xl

SVCF Note: After some delays, Catalyst Housing Fund representatives hosted their first meeting with potential developers and community members in early 2018.
The Fund’s goal is to financially support affordable housing projects within the next five to eight years. This approach is not without its critics; at least one
advocacy organization believes much more funding is necessary to materially address the housing shortage. Marisa Kendall, Facebook Housing Fund Gets Cash
Boost, Now Ready to Start Backing Projects, The Mercury News (March 6, 2018).
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which calls for a “massive increase in office and commercial development in Menlo Park
without adequate housing for the substantial number of new employees anticipated with this
development,” would exacerbate this imbalance.
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Further, the lawsuit alleged “Menlo Park

has reaped the economic benefit of substantial job growth,” leaving its neighbors to deal with
the impacts, including displacement of existing residents and increased housing costs that
drive people further from jobs, boosting traffic congestion and air pollution.
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East Palo Alto claimed that the Environmental Impact Report did not comply with CEQA for
numerous reasons: it underestimated the impacts of employment growth on the region, in
part because it did not analyze the proposed Facebook expansion that was proceeding at
the same time; it failed to address impacts on housing and population displacement; and it
279 xli

excluded analysis of certain traffic and related air-quality impacts.

ii. Addressing East Palo Alto’s deficient water supply through the California
Environmental Quality Act Process
Participation in the CEQA public comment process, and litigation, if necessary in the future,
would help East Palo Alto secure water. If a decision by a public agency, including another
city, is likely to put additional pressure on East Palo Alto’s housing and/or water supplies, and
these impacts are not recognized in the impacting jurisdiction’s own environmental review
process or not adequately mitigated, CEQA provides an opportunity to bring these issues to
the attention of decision-makers and the public.
For example, changes to land use plans and project approvals in neighboring communities
may attract more people to move to the region, increase traffic impacts, and draw on East
Palo Alto’s water supply. These are environmental impacts that CEQA requires local agencies
to consider. Public comments can help those agencies understand the connections between
development, housing and the environment. Even if water is not explicitly at issue in the
review of particular projects, public comments may be a vehicle for settlement agreements
that provide for water transfers or funding for water development. Subsequent litigation
could also result in court orders requiring local agencies to address and mitigate such
impacts to the fullest extent feasible.

xli

SVCF Note: In December 2017, the two cities settled the suit, agreeing to several measures to alleviate the impact East Palo Alto would experience from Menlo
Park’s future large-scale development projects. Both cities committed to requiring developers to conduct housing-needs assessments to evaluate residential
displacement risk and study a project’s “multiplier effect,” the demand for affordable housing that new market-rate housing projects create. In this case, the
multiplier effect occurs when the inhabitants of a new residential project increase demand for services, which increases the demand for workers for those
services and housing they can afford.
Menlo Park also committed to requiring developers conduct full Environmental Impact Reports for any project that had at least one of three high-impact
development features in the City’s Bayfront area, a portion of the community which borders East Palo Alto and includes Facebook’s headquarters and proposed
development, Willow Campus. The three high-impact development features were chosen because they were most likely to predict when a project in Menlo Park
would impact East Palo Alto. The three project traits chosen to trigger a full report are those that: seek “bonus” density allowances, add more than 250,000 net
new square feet, or include a master plan such as the Willow Campus proposal.
Both communities also agreed to pay “fair share” mitigation fees for any project that has a significant impact on a traffic intersection located in the other’s
community. Kate Bradshaw, Menlo Park settles development-related lawsuit with East Palo Alto, The Almanac, (December 7, 2017).
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The SFPUC’s long-term water planning process provides an opportunity for stakeholders to
280

engage. At the outset of the process, SFPUC will complete its CEQA review of the program.

There should be opportunities for public comment, including comments addressing impacts
on East Palo Alto, and CEQA may require consideration of alternatives to the SFPUC’s
proposed course of action.
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East Palo Alto and community advocates should closely

monitor this process.
b. State planning and zoning laws
California’s planning and zoning laws require cities to adopt general plans to guide their
282

development,
ordinances.

283

and land use decisions must be consistent with a city’s general plan and zoning

Public engagement in land use planning processes can ensure that public agencies

comply with state and local land use mandates. When necessary, a lawsuit may challenge a city’s
compliance with planning and zoning laws when it updates its general plan, zoning ordinances or
other land use plans.
For example, before a city approves a large commercial development, it must first determine
whether that approval conforms to the city’s general plan and zoning ordinance. A city’s failure to
ensure that a decision is consistent with land use requirements makes it vulnerable to lawsuits.
As with the CEQA process, public comments and litigation addressing consistency with local land
use plans and rules can bring parties to the negotiating table, where they may reach creative
solutions to resolve conflicts. Such solutions may include funding for water supplies or water
transfers.
In addition, a little-used anti-discrimination statute in the state’s planning and zoning laws could
serve as a tool to address inequities, particularly for decisions that impact housing. Government
Code Section 65008 prohibits zoning and planning actions that deny any individual or group “the
enjoyment of residence, landownership, tenancy or any other land use” because of race,
national origin, income, occupation, familial status, age, sex, religion or numerous other
284

attributes.

The few published court cases that have addressed this statute concern access to
285

housing. However, the statute appears to apply broadly to local land use decisions,

and a case

could demonstrate the linkage between inadequate water supply and access to housing.
Significantly, Section 65008 requires only that the petitioner demonstrate that the challenged
decision will have a discriminatory effect (rather than requiring proof of intentional
discrimination).
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Specifically, the protection for “enjoyment of residence” appears to create an
287

opening for challenges to planning and land use actions that impact existing communities.

If,

for example, a city neighboring East Palo Alto made a policy or decision that interfered with
housing for a particular class or group of East Palo Alto residents, those residents or an
organization or agency acting on their behalf

288

could potentially sue that city based on
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Government Code Section 65008.
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c. Raker Act
As noted above, the 1984 Agreement settled the wholesale customers’ water rates lawsuit but left
interpretation of key legal questions regarding the Raker Act unanswered.
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For example, the 1984

Agreement did not resolve whether any of the wholesale customers are “co-grantees” under the
Raker Act or what rights, benefits and privileges they may have.
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The 2009 Water Supply

Agreement echoes this uncertainty and identifies several claims reserved by the wholesale
customers.
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One of these reserved claims relates to long-term supply: the wholesale customers claim that the
Raker Act obligates San Francisco to supply them with water in excess of the Supply Assurance.
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A

claim under Water Supply Assurance section 8.07.B.2 can only be asserted if San Francisco decides
not to meet projected demands of the wholesale customers in excess of the Supply Assurance.
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Accordingly, if, at the close of its long-term planning process, San Francisco decides that it will not
increase the Supply Assurance to meet East Palo Alto’s projected water needs, East Palo Alto could
assert this Raker Act claim. However, such a lawsuit would likely be costly, time-consuming and
politically risky, in that it might jeopardize the city’s relationship with San Francisco.
4. Political pressure
While a number of tools are available to East Palo Alto and its allies, political pressure is always a
potential lever for change. Indeed, political “nudging” from state and federal governments, in the
form of informal pressure or incentives, has encouraged past water reforms in California.
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Community organizing, coalition building, and certain political strategies could generate the
political will necessary for the success of other strategies described in this report.
a. Community organizing and coalitions
East Palo Alto and its supporters have engaged in powerful community organizing and formed
political coalitions in recent years that provide a strong foundation for any future efforts that might
be needed to address East Palo Alto’s water needs. For example, Envision Transform Build – East
Palo Alto brought together a wide range of community groups to negotiate the community
compact with Facebook.
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East Palo Alto also worked with U.S. Rep. Jackie Speier to urge the

SFPUC to increase East Palo Alto’s Individual Supply Guarantee
Sen. Jerry Hill, who supported the Mountain View transfer.
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297

and caught the attention of state

Further collaboration with these allies

could build additional support for East Palo Alto if needed.
East Palo Alto could also work with environmental and social justice advocates who have achieved
significant water equity successes at the state level in recent years. California officially recognized

28

the human right to water in 2012
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and passed legislation in 2015 to establish a statewide low-

income water affordability program.
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Pacific Institute and Environmental Justice Coalition for

Water’s recent reports on the impacts of drought on water equity highlight communities across the
state struggling with water issues, including East Palo Alto, and suggest a variety of next steps.
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In addition, numerous organizations, including the Leadership Council for Justice &
Accountability,
304

Center

302

303

the Center on Race, Poverty and the Environment,

and Community Water

are working to address water supply, safety, quality and affordability issues. Although

urban and rural communities face different water challenges, the state human right to water
framework provides a uniting narrative.
b. Media campaigns
A concerted media strategy would also aid East Palo Alto efforts by increasing public awareness
and support for the city and influencing decision makers at the SFPUC and/or neighboring
jurisdictions. Media strategies tend to be most effective when there is a cohesive, consistent
message to deliver.
5. Local changes
Finally, East Palo Alto could also consider what it could do internally to stretch its water supply. These
changes would not solve the water problems, but they could help the city get the most out of the water
it has and build resiliency.
a. Local water supply
Numerous wholesale customers of the SFRWS have augmented their supply by developing wells,
improving conservation and other means. Although the 2009 Water Supply Agreement strictly limits
sourcing water from outside the regional system, this provision does not apply to recycled water.
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Thus, to conserve water, many municipalities have incorporated recycled water into their water
portfolios, particularly for irrigating public property.
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East Palo Alto does not have large parks, industrial uses or golf courses where recycled water can make
the biggest contribution, so recycled water would not likely have a significant impact on its supply
307

issues.

Likewise, with the lowest per capita water use among the SFRWS’ wholesale customers, East

Palo Alto has limited room for conservation gains.
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Even so, it would be in East Palo Alto’s interest to

consider implementing every measure possible.
b. Ensure local allocations support East Palo Alto goals
Even after securing the recent water allocations, the city will continue to face allocation decisions with
xlii

Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP represents the Environmental Justice Coalition for Water in connection with this program.
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big effects on future community growth. The Water Supply Implementation Agreement only allots a
portion of the recently secured water transfer to three developers,

309

ensuring that the remaining water

is available for future projects, as well as “exponentially increase[ing]” the city’s emergency water
310

supply.

However, it is not clear how the city would allocate the remaining water.
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Even now that East Palo Alto has secured the full 1.5 million gallon daily increase it was seeking, the city
will continue to have limited water supplies. To support future projects that will best serve the
community’s needs, East Palo Alto could consider updating its land use and planning documents or
establishing freestanding policies that explicitly prioritize water for projects that provide affordable
housing or build the community’s tax base. As a first step, East Palo Alto could convene community
workshops to talk about how its water supplies should be allocated.
V. Conclusion
Discriminatory land use decisions at critical moments in the Bay Area’s development placed East Palo Alto at
a disadvantage relative to its neighbors, and have consequences that persist today. The SFRWS’s early,
permanent water allocations reflect a time when East Palo Alto was an unincorporated area of San Mateo
County with a small population, limited economic development and a community navigating ubiquitous
racial discrimination. The history of East Palo Alto’s water deprivation illustrates the profound effects of
racism and wealth inequality on community health and welfare.
Ultimately, it has been the voice gained by East Palo Alto as a result of incorporation and strategic
leveraging of the private sector’s development ambitions within the city and surrounding communities that
have provided the city with the resources needed to chart its own course. The recent influx of considerable
financial resources and entrepreneurs to the Bay Area as well as the persistence of the city’s resident
activists and city council leadership has helped lead the community to social and environmental
improvements that are healing past wounds. However, the battle to secure more water is just the first step
– the city’s allocations of that water will determine the direction of East Palo Alto’s growth for decades to
come. For now, the intrasystem water transfer pioneered by East Palo Alto and its neighbors can serve as a
model for communities both locally and throughout California.
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Appendix
BAWSCA MEMBERS
Agency Name

Number

Agency Name

Number

Alameda County Water District

1

Mid-Peninsula Water District

13

City of Brisbane

2

City of Millbrae

14

City of Burlingame

3

City of Milpitas

15

Cal Water Service CO. - Bear Gulch

4a

City of Mountain View

16

Cal Water Service CO. - Mid Peninsula

4b

North Coast County Water District

17

Cal Water Service CO. - SSF

4c

City of Palo Alto

18

Coastside County Water District

5

Purissima Hills Water District

19

City of Daly City

6

City of Redwood City

20

East Palo Alto

7

City of San Bruno

21

Estero Municipal Improvement District

8

City of San José

22

Guadalupe Valley Municipal Improvement District

9

City of Santa Clara

23

City of Hayward

10

Stanford University

24

Town of Hillsborough

11

City of Sunnyvale

25

City of Menlo Park

12

Westborough Water District

26

Source: BAWSCA, http://www.bawsca.org/docs/BAWSCA_Mem_Agencies_Map_June2009.pdf.
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twitter.com/siliconvalleycf

youtube.com/TheSVCF

2440 W. El Camino Real, Suite 300 • Mountain View, CA 94040
T: 650.450.5400
info@siliconvalleycf.org

Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Silicon Valley Community Foundation advances innovative philanthropic solutions
to challenging problems. As the largest community foundation in the world, we
engage donors and corporations from Silicon Valley, across the country and
around the globe to make our region and world better for all. Our passion for
helping people and organizations achieve their philanthropic dreams has created a
global philanthropic enterprise committed to the belief that possibilities start here.
Learn more at siliconvalleycf.org.

Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP
Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP is a law firm specializing in government, land
use, renewable energy, and environmental law. Since 1980, the firm has provided
public agencies, non-profits, tribes and community groups with the highest
quality legal representation, offering an array of litigation, regulatory, counseling
and planning services. Known for its commitment to promoting environmental
and community values, SMW is at the forefront of the major land use, energy and
development issues facing California today. Learn more at smwlaw.com.

